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DECISION RECOMMENDATIONS 

That Council: 

1. Withdraw the submitted Local Plan (submitted to Government in February 2021) under 
Regulation 22 of the Local Plans Regulations from the process of Examination in 
Public following the decision made by Council on 22nd March 2021 not to accept the 
offer of £29.4m Housing Investment Fund (HIF) grant funding which has impacted the 
viability and deliverability of the proposed St. George’s Garden Village scheme and, 
therefore, the wider development strategy affecting the soundness of the Local Plan.  

2. Approves the creation of an earmarked reserve of £1,395,000 to resource the making 
of a new Local Plan for the County and operating without a plan (as detailed in Section 
5) and that authority be delegated to the Strategic Director of Places and the Section 
151 Officer in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Planning and the Portfolio 
Holder for Finance, Governance and Performance, Change and Transformation to 
release funds from the earmarked reserve as required. 

3. Approves that Council receives a quarterly statement of the Budget position in light of 
the cost uncertainty so that it can track whether the earmarked reserve is sufficient or 
can be released accordingly.  
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4. Approves the need to positively prepare and submit a new Local Plan informed by an 
updated evidence base for the benefit of the County of Rutland, its residents and 
businesses that will: 

i. Deliver the corporate plan vision and themes for the County; 

ii.  Provide for sustainable growth to meet its objectively assessed housing and   
employment needs, utilising and promoting sustainable transport wherever 
possible, which will combine to contribute towards achieving the Government’s net 
zero carbon emissions 2050 target; 

iii. Protect and enhance the County’s heritage, character and natural capital (including 
air quality, water resource management and biodiversity); and 

iv.  Ensure the timely delivery of all necessary infrastructure. 

5. Approves the development of robust and effective strategic partnerships to support 
plan-making through the duty to cooperate and required for a viable, deliverable and 
sound plan. 

6. Approves the establishment of a cross-party group to provide oversight of the process 
of making a new Local Plan and delegates authority to the Strategic Director of Places 
in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Planning to establish a governance 
structure in line with the Corporate Project Management governance framework.    

 

1 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT  

1.1 The purpose of this report is to advise Council to withdraw its submitted Rutland 
Local Plan (Local Plan) from the Examination in Public following the decision made 
by Council on 22nd March 2021 not to accept the £29.4m Housing Investment Fund 
grant awarded to support the delivery of infrastructure and a new garden community 
at St. George’s Barracks.   

1.2 The report also seeks approval to undertake the preparation of a new Local Plan for 
Rutland and for additional resources to support this work and mitigate the impact of 
being without a five year housing land supply. 

    
2 BACKGROUND AND MAIN CONSIDERATIONS  

Draft Rutland Local Plan – Submission for Examination In Public 

2.1 On 10th February 2020 Council approved the Local Plan for its statutory 
consultation under Regulation 19 of the Local Plan Regulations. [The Town and 
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 1 as amended] 

2.2 The Regulation 19 Local Plan included the strategic allocation for a garden village 
at St. George’s barracks site.  In November 2019 Government announced its 
decision to award £29.4m Housing Infrastructure Funding (HIF) to the St. George’s 
Garden Village scheme.  As a result, it was considered that there was sufficient 
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evidence to justify the allocation of the St. George’s site within the Local Plan 
although the terms and conditions of the HIF grant were not agreed prior to Local 
Plan submission.  

2.3 In line with the resolutions of the Council meeting in February 2020, the Local Plan 
was subject to Regulation 19 consultation. Following consideration of all responses 
received the Local Plan was submitted to the Government in February 2021 for 
public examination under Regulation 22.  The Planning Inspectorate subsequently 
appointed a Planning Inspector to hold an independent examination of the Rutland 
Local Plan (2018-2036). 

2.4 The purpose of the public examination of local plans and spatial development 
strategies is to assess whether plans have been prepared in accordance with legal 
and procedural requirements, and whether they are sound.  At the time of submitting 
the Local Plan to Government it was considered that it met these requirements and 
the test of soundness as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)2. 

Housing Infrastructure Funding Grant   

2.5 In March 2021 Council decided not to accept the £29.4m Housing Infrastructure 
Fund (HIF) grant from Homes England towards the early delivery of infrastructure 
to support the comprehensive development of St George’s Barracks as a garden 
village.  This decision created a viability gap for the St. George’s Garden Village 
scheme, undermining the deliverability of the site.   

2.6 Following the decision not to accept the HIF grant the appointed Planning Inspector 
wrote to the Council on 24th March 2021 advising of her decision to pause the 
Examination process to enable the Council to consider the implications and confirm 
its intentions regarding the Examination. 

“In order to avoid wasted time and expense to the Council and other 

participants, it is not sensible for the Examination process to progress 

further at this stage without a clear understanding of the potential 

implications of this significant development for the Examination.”  

(Extract from Planning Inspector Letter at Appendix 1)   

Confirmation of Council Intentions for the Examination In Public 

2.7 Since the Council decision in March 2021 discussions have taken place between 
the Ministry of Defence (MoD) as landowner, Ministry of Housing, Communities and 
Local Government (MHCLG), Homes England and the Council to explore whether 
there was an alternative funding mechanism to address the £29.4m viability gap.  
The MoD has now confirmed that it has not proved possible to secure an alternative 
to the HIF grant.      

2.8 In light of this situation, it is important for Council to confirm its intentions regarding 
the Examination of the Local Plan.  This is necessary to provide clarity for the 
Planning Inspector, landowners, the market, other stakeholders, officers and most 
importantly the County’s residents and businesses.  

                                                           
2 
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2.9 When approving the Regulation 19 Local Plan in February 2020 Council resolved 
to:  

“Support the Local Plan to be Submitted (Regulation 22) to Government 
for its Independent Examination in Public, unless any unforeseen and 
significant issues arise post Publication that would require re-
consideration of the Local Plan…” (Council Minutes 10th February 2020) 

2.10 The current position regarding the viability and, therefore, the deliverability, of the 
St. George’s site is a significant issue that impacts the submitted Local Plan.  As 
such, Council now needs to consider how it proceeds with a Local Plan for Rutland.   

2.11 Without grant funding there is insufficient evidence to justify the proposals for St. 
Georges in terms of viability and deliverability. This is in line with the findings of the 
Local Plan Whole Plan Viability Study (WPVS). Given the strategic significance of 
the St. George’s allocation in the submitted Local Plan this means that the wider 
development strategy is undermined, and it is no longer possible to demonstrate 
that the Plan meets the test of soundness.  For this reason, Council is advised to 
withdraw its submitted Local Plan from the Examination process and notify the 
Planning Inspector accordingly.  The Council will need to publish a statement about 
its intention to withdraw the Local Plan for six weeks and then give notice [under 
Regulations 27 and 35 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012, as amended]. 

2.12 It is not possible to mitigate the situation with the St. George’s site by making 
amendments to the approved policies in the Local Plan.  As the Local Plan has been 
submitted for examination, any modifications would have to arise from the 
examination process and be recommended by the Planning Inspector.  If the Council 
wanted to amend the Local Plan then it has to be withdrawn and a new plan 
prepared. As the Local Plan commenced in 2015 its evidence base is in some 
respects becoming dated.  Taking account of the NPPF imperative to plan for at 
least 15 years ahead the withdrawal of the Local Plan will require starting on a new 
one from the beginning, including updating the evidence base, and likely extending 
the plan period for this plan for a period up to 2041.  

Implications of the Withdrawal of the Local Plan 

2.13 The issues and risks associated with withdrawing the Local Plan are summarised in 
Appendix 2. 

2.14 The withdrawal of the Local Plan will result in the County being without an up-to-
date strategic policy framework to meet its identified housing and other development 
needs. The policies in the Local Plan will have no weight in determining planning 
allocations.  The Core Strategy, Minerals Core Strategy and Site Allocations and 
Policies DPD will all remain part of the Development Plan for the County, alongside 
made Neighbourhood Plans. Whilst most of these policies pre-date the current 
National Planning Policy Framework and so are increasingly dated they will still 
carry a degree of weight, depending upon the particular policies and circumstances, 
in determining future planning applications. 

2.15 The Council has recently published the calculation of the housing land supply as 
being 5.2 years, this was on the basis of a number of sites allocated in the Local 
Plan considered to be deliverable over the course of the next five years.  A planning 



application for one of these sites has recently been submitted and approved, 
however, in the absence of the Local Plan then the assessed housing supply will fall 
below 5 years.  As such, the County will be potentially vulnerable to the approval of 
unplanned, ad-hoc development, which may not deliver the benefits or infrastructure 
achievable through planned growth in accordance with an up-to-date plan. 

2.16 Paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF states that Councils without a 5 year housing land 
supply should grant permission for new housing development, unless and to the 
extent that any other policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular 
importance provide a justifiable reason for refusing the development proposed, or 
that any adverse impacts of approving proposals would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the NPPF as a whole. 

2.17 The implication for the St. George’s Barracks site is that there will no longer be an 
emerging policy basis for its redevelopment.  The site remains in the MoD’s estate 
disposal programme (Defence Estate Optimisation Portfolio) and is scheduled to be 
fully vacated in 2024. On vacation, the land within the curtilage of the site will meet 
the definition of previously developed land (“brownfield land”) as set out in the 
NPPF.  As landowner the MoD will be considering all its options.  These could 
include ‘meanwhile’ or temporary uses, alternative uses, selling the site, or 
promoting a new viable and deliverable scheme for consideration and assessment 
as part of the process of making a new local plan.  As St. George’s Barracks is 
Crown Land the MoD does have additional permitted development rights in limited 
circumstances to carry out certain development without requiring a planning 
application to be made as set out in Part 19 of Schedule 2 to the Town and Country 
Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015.   

2.18 Withdrawing the Local Plan will also mean that there will no longer be an emerging 
policy basis in Rutland for the Quarry Farm allocation of 650 homes.  This site is 
identified in South Kesteven’s adopted Local Plan as an integral part of the 
comprehensive Stamford North Sustainable Urban Extension (SUE) and contributes 
to the housing need for the sub-regional Strategic Housing Market.  The Council has 
committed to provide the 650 homes to meet this housing need under the statutory 
Duty to Co-operate.  Although the housing numbers allocated at Quarry Farm only 
begin to contribute to the South Kesteven housing supply in year 6 of its housing 
trajectory, the scheme is considered necessary to enable the comprehensive 
development of the SUE and secure the associated infrastructure (e.g. link road and 
primary school).  The Council will be able to reconsider the strategy for Quarry Farm 
as part of the process of making a new local plan taking into account any legal 
considerations, the duty to co-operate and the refreshed evidence base of the 
objectively set housing need.  The Council will have to consider its position if an 
application for the Quarry Farm site is made in the interim. 

2.19 Given the rate of completions over the last 2 years, there is a risk of impact on 
Rutland’s Housing Delivery Test (HDT) if supply is constrained.  The HDT compares 
the net homes delivered over the previous three financial years to the homes 
required over the same period, with penalties for those councils delivering less than 
95 per cent of their requirement.  The most severe penalty is for those Local 
Planning Authorities that deliver under 75% for the previous three years and which 
would face the application of the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’, 
on the basis of the development plan being considered out of date. 

2.20 Withdrawing the Local Plan will have implications for some services and affect the 



ability to plan for the longer term, for example, school place planning, public 
transport planning and health provision.  Also, as a result of withdrawing the Local 
Plan the workload in some services is likely to increase with additional complex 
major planning applications, in particular Development Management, Highways and 
Legal.  These service areas are already under pressure due to a significant increase 
in demand.  Within the first quarter of this calendar year Development Management 
had received major planning applications that equated to half of the previous year’s 
total major applications.  Similarly, in the calendar year to date the Highways service 
has received approximately the same number of service requests to the entire total 
from last year (and in 2020 experienced a 27% increase service requests from 
2019).  Without a five year land supply these services are expected to experience 
further increases in demand. It will be necessary to invest in additional staff 
resources to provide the Council with the ability to negotiate the best outcomes for 
the County within this new policy context.   

Preparation of a New Local Plan   

2.21 It will be important to prepare a new Local Plan in a timely fashion as there is a 
Government requirement that a plan is adopted by the end of 2023.  There is the 
possibility of sanctions being placed on the Council if this deadline is not met.  The 
Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 provides for Government intervention in the local 
plan making process. This is a risk identified in Appendix 2.   

2.22 It is anticipated that it will take approximately 3 to 4 years to take a new local plan 
through to adoption.  An indicative project timeline is included in Appendix 3.  This 
is an ambitious programme and the time involved will be dependent on agreeing the 
strategy for development.  Whilst it will not now be possible to meet the Government 
deadline given the statutory processes involved it remains important to prepare a 
new local plan as soon as possible, particularly to enable all people and businesses 
in Rutland to be engaged in shaping its future.   

2.23 The legal advice is that in making a new plan the Council should in the 
circumstances revert to the ‘Issues and Options’ stage of the process.  This will 
enable the County to determine an appropriate development strategy for Rutland, 
supported by a robust Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulation 
Assessment. This will involve a new ‘Call for Sites’ to be considered for allocation in 
a new local plan for both housing and employment.   

2.24 There is a need to review the evidence base that has informed the Local Plan and 
determine where that evidence needs to be updated, added to or replaced.  
Appendix 4 details the evidence that will be required initially to make a new plan and 
includes an assessment of the likelihood that additional work will be required and 
indicative associated costs (detailed in Section 5).   

2.25 By their nature Local Plans tend to be contentious.  Whilst there will remain opposing 
views it is important to progress a new plan in manner that is positive, evidence-
based, objective, respectful and collaborative to secure the best outcome for the 
future of the County.  It is recommended that a cross-party working group be 
established to provide oversight of the local plan process and in line with the 
Council’s existing Governance framework.  It is also proposed to invest in a 
comprehensive community engagement approach. This can build on the Future 
Rutland conversation and encourage the participation of all stakeholders in 
determining the most appropriate land use and development policies for the County.  



3 CONSULTATION  

3.1 Four stages of consultation took place on the current emerging Local Plan.  These 
were the Issues and Options in 2015, the Consultation Draft in 2017, the focussed 
consultations in 2018 regarding additional sites promoted for development as well 
a tailored consultation regarding the implications of incorporating the proposed 
garden community at St. George’s into the Local Plan, and finally the statutory 
Regulation 19 consultation undertaken in 2020. 

3.2 In withdrawing the Local Plan the Council will need to commit to making a new Local 
Plan that will enable public consultation and comprehensive community 
engagement in line with the plan-making process. 

4 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS   

4.1 The Council could decide to proceed to the Examination in Public with the submitted 
Local Plan in the anticipation that the MoD as landowner could demonstrate viability 
and deliverability of the St. George’s site at that time.  Any re-profiling of the financial 
model for delivering St. George’s is liable to be based on re-profiling the 
infrastructure delivery and may risk the scheme not complying with the Local Plan 
policies H2 and H3.  Both the Whole Plan Viability Study and the HIF business case 
identified a viability gap for the St. George’s garden village scheme and it is unlikely 
that the MoD would be in a position to demonstrate deliverability at Examination 
without identified grant funding.  The Council would incur additional costs in 
proceeding to Examination with a high risk that the Local Plan would be found not 
to be sound. 

4.2 The Constitution allows for Council to revisit a decision after six months has passed.  
As the decision not to accept Housing Infrastructure Funding was made on 22nd 
March 2021 the Council could choose to reconsider accepting the HIF grant after 
22nd September 2021.  Homes England has confirmed that there remains an option 
for the Council to enter into a tripartite grant agreement for HIF on the basis 
proposed earlier this year.  Homes England has also indicated that it would be willing 
to extend the spend deadline to March 2025.  Pursuing this option would require 
further negotiations with MoD and Homes England and for all parties to commit to 
the contractual obligations of the Grant Determination Agreement (Homes England, 
the Council and MoD) and the Allocation Agreement (the Council and MoD).  As this 
would be subject to governance approvals by Council and MoD it is not possible at 
this stage to confirm whether all parties could commit to the contractual obligations.  

5 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  

5.1 Overview 

5.2 In assessing financial implications we need to consider two issues: 

The Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan presently shows a £1.9m deficit from 
22/23 (as per Outturn report) and a level of General Fund balances of £11.065m 
(projected for 1 April 2022).  The MTFP does not include any budget for a new local 
plan.  Any additional cost, of whatever size, therefore will reduce the level of General 
Fund reserves. 

5.3 In this context, the Council has sought to achieve two objectives in putting together 
a budget: 



5.3.1 Minimise the budget requirement in the context of the MTFP; and 

5.3.2 Seek budget certainty, as far as possible, so that Members are clear on the financial 
position and costs and any associated risks.    

5.4 The process for developing the budget has involved a draft budget being prepared 
by the Planning team with contributions from Legal and others.  The draft budget 
has then been reviewed and challenged by the Finance team and Section 151 
Officer.  In undertaking this review, Finance have consulted with other authorities 
regarding the costs involved and also have access to the historic costs of developing 
a local plan at Rutland. 

5.5 Local Plan Historic Costs 

5.6 Between 2015/16 and 2020/21, the Council spent £1.193m on the emerging Local 
Plan.  The costs comprise two elements – internal costs (£711,386 - time spent by 
officers in planning, finance, governance, chief executive etc) on the local plan 
process (hence funding already in the budget) and marginal costs (£481,787 
additional costs incurred mainly through third parties for work associated with the 
Local Plan, this is included in Appendix 4).  It is the marginal costs which represent 
a pressure to the MTFP. 

5.7 The withdrawal of the existing plan will release £150k of funding (previously 
approved by Council) which can be put towards a new budget. 

5.8 New plan estimated costs 

5.9 The historic costs are useful in that they give an insight, to some extent, into future 
costs.  However, it is not safe to assume that the development of a new plan will 
cost the same as the existing plan.  There are various reasons for this: 

- there are new requirements associated with a new plan e.g. Digital interactive 
mapping and climate change metrics; 

- some activity undertaken and costs were previously done jointly with South 
Kesteven District Council and the Council may not benefit from economies of 
scale; 

- inflation e.g. the same activity will now cost more a few years on; 

- some information previously deemed adequate is now considered dated e.g. 
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment; 

5.10 In developing the new local plan costs, the Council has listed the works required 
(detailed in Table A of Appendix 4).  Each work element has been assessed in terms 
of its certainty i.e. is it likely to be needed?  This shows clearly that there is a great 
degree of certainty about what is required to develop the plan in accordance with 
statutory and regulatory requirements.  For the same elements, the Council has then 
estimated a minimum and maximum cost and assumed a mid-point for budgeting 
purposes.  Figures have been informed by a combination of historic costs, 
information from other Councils and in some cases Officer estimates/judgements. 
Costs have also been classified with a certainty rating reflecting the risk associated 
with cost estimates.  Members will note that most elements of work will be 
commissioned externally and estimates are not certain. 



5.11 One of the key areas of uncertainty relates to legal costs in respect of ensuring 
compliance and the impact of any judicial review.  We have used historical costs as 
a proxy but there is no method commonly used by authorities to predict this figure. 
It therefore remains a key cost risk.  Our discussions with other councils illustrate 
the unpredictable nature of legal costs.  For example, Guildford budgeted £300k for 
the risk of judicial review.  In late 2020 Harrogate Borough Council was subject to a 
successful Judicial Review post-adoption of its Local Plan with an award to pay 15% 
of the claimant’s costs (value undisclosed). 

5.12 Taking all of the calculations together, the marginal cost (additional pressure to the 
MTFP) of producing a new local plan is estimated to be between circa £725,500 and 
£1,154,000 as detailed in Appendix 4.  The mid-point is £939,750. The internal costs 
(as defined in 5.7) will be in the region of £509k. 

5.13 As noted above, this is a best estimate at the current time and will depend upon the 
actions the Council takes, the challenges it faces during the course of preparing a 
new plan and potentially any changes imposed through the proposed Planning Bill.   

5.14 Costs associated with no Local Plan in place 

5.15 There are costs arising from the Council not having a current plan and 5- year 
housing land supply.  These are detailed in Appendix 4, Table B. 

5.16 Additional staff resources will be required in Development Management and 
Highways to support the determination of planning applications and negotiation of 
associated highways requirements.  It is proposed to establish 2.6FTE within 
Development Management and 1FTE in Highways.  These resources would have 
also been required to support the implementation of the Local Plan although it was 
anticipated that they would have been funded through a Planning Performance 
Agreement for St. George’s Garden Village. The costs for the new plan include staff 
resources for a period of four years to provide the capacity to secure the best 
outcomes for the County within this new policy context. The total estimate for these 
costs is £670k over four years. 

5.17 Should the Planning Committee refuse a planning application, this could be 
appealed on the basis that it may prove difficult for the Council to demonstrate a 5- 
year land supply.  The Council anticipates the costs of appeals is between £7.5k - 
£18k for each case.  Presently, the Council is aware of ten potential applications 
and so has estimated a provisional sum of £130k.  Again, this is an area of 
uncertainty and will depend on the decisions made by the Committee. 

5.18 To help offset the additional costs it is possible to anticipate some additional 
planning income.  The Council is aware of six potential development sites that could 
be brought forward for planning consent.  It is difficult to estimate the potential 
income with any certainty as costs depend on the scale of development (number of 
homes and size of site) and also the nature of the planning application (e.g. outline 
consent with all matters reserved or full planning permission).  Based on the six 
known development sites it is estimated that potential planning income could range 
from £136,600 to £252,300.  Planning income is entirely dependent on the market.  
These six sites may or may not apply for planning permission, equally there may be 
other landowners/developers that choose to apply for planning consent in the 
current policy context.  



5.19 Planning application fees are primarily set nationally so there is limited discretion for 
the Council to vary these other than through negotiating Planning Performance 
Agreements (PPAs) for specific developments.  Planning Performance Agreements 
(PPA) are voluntary arrangements with a developer agreeing to pay an agreed fee 
for a specified level of service from the Local Planning Authority.  They tend to be 
used for large-scale developments.  Negotiations were advanced in agreeing a PPA 
for the St. George’s Garden Village.  To date there has been limited interest from 
the developer in pursuing a PPA for Quarry Farm.    

5.20 The estimated net cost of not having a current plan ranges between £441k 
(minimum) and £770k (maximum) with a mid-point c£605k.  The level of certainty 
around this figure is low given the risks highlighted above but represents the best 
view at this time. 

5.21 Wider MTFP impacts 

5.22 Local Plans play a key part in the delivery of new housing, which impacts the amount 
of infrastructure investment needed, S106/CIL requirements, and ultimately Council 
Tax base projections. Withdrawing the Local Plan could potentially further impact 
the Medium-Term Financial Plan but at this stage the impacts are not measurable. 

5.23 Funding the additional cost and impact on the MTFP 

5.24 The Council estimates the costs of developing a new plan and mitigating risk of no 
plan to be £1.545m (£939,750k – see para 5.13 plus £605,636k – see para 5.21).  
As the withdrawal of the existing plan will release £150k of funding (previously 
approved by Council), the marginal impact on the MTFP will be £1.395m. 

5.25 It is recommended that Council approve the creation of an Earmarked Reserve of 
£1,395,000 by transferring funds from the General Fund and that authority is 
delegated to the Strategic Director – Places and the Section 151 Officer in 
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Planning and the Portfolio Holder for 
Resources to release funds annually from the earmarked reserve as required to 
support the new local plan process.   

5.26 Whilst the Section 151 Officer is satisfied that the budget has been developed with 
appropriate due diligence and in light of the best information available, concerns 
remain over the certainty of the budget and level of uncontrollable factors.  On this 
basis, it is also recommended that a statement for Council is produced quarterly 
showing actual costs against the budget and that the forecast budget is updated 
should more information become available. In the context of the MTFP, it is 
imperative that any possible changes (up or down) to the £1.395m budget are 
known quickly so that the Reserve can be increased or released.  

5.27 The impact on the Council’s Revenue Budget is significant.  The proposed approach 
above means that the Council’s General Fund reserves will now be £9,670,619 
rather than £11,065,619 and that the Council will have less of a cushion as it seeks 
to reduce its projected deficit for 22/23 of c£1.9m. 

6 LEGAL AND GOVERNANCE CONSIDERATIONS  

6.1 The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the tests that Local Plans and 
Spatial Strategies should meet to be considered ‘sound’.  Plans are ‘sound’ if they 
are:  



a) Positively prepared – providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet 
the area’s objectively assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with other 
authorities, so that unmet need from neighbouring areas is accommodated where it 
is practical to do so and is consistent with achieving sustainable development;  

b) Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable 
alternatives, and based on proportionate evidence;  

c) Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint working 
on cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than deferred, 
as evidenced by the statement of common ground; and  

d) Consistent with national policy – enabling the delivery of sustainable development 
in accordance with the policies in this Framework and other statements of national 
planning policy, where relevant.  

6.2 It is considered that the submitted Local Plan is now unlikely to demonstrate that it 
is ‘Effective’ given the current position with the St. George’s Garden Village 
allocation undermining both the viability and deliverability of the site and the wider 
development strategy.  As such, the submitted Local Plan is unlikely to meet the test 
of soundness and Council is advised to withdraw it from the Examination process.  

6.3 The power to withdraw a local plan prior to adoption is set out in Section 22 of the 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, which provides for a local planning 
authority to withdraw a local development document at any time prior to its adoption 
under Section 23. 

6.4 As soon as reasonably practicable after withdrawing it, the Council will have to make 
a statement about the withdrawal available on the Council’s website and for 
inspection at its offices for six weeks and give notice (under Regulations 27 and 35 
of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, as 
amended). 

6.5 A decision to withdraw is subject to challenge by way of Judicial Review if there are 
grounds to do so. If a challenge were to be successful, the Council would be liable 
for the other parties’ costs as well as its own. The Council would defend any such 
challenge and seek costs if successfully defended however cost recovery is unlikely. 

6.6 The Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 provides for intervention in the local plan 
making process.  The Secretary of State has previously indicated that the 
Government may use these powers to intervene for councils who have failed to meet 
their deadlines for publishing local plans.  The recommendation to commence work 
on a new Local Plan if the current one is withdrawn is considered the best way for 
the Council to avoid Government intervention. 

6.7 A new Local Plan will need to comply with planning legislation that requires 
procedural fairness and the need to meet the Equality Act. The regulatory framework 
is provided by the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended) and 
related statutory instruments. Once adopted it will form part of the statutory 
development plan.    

7 DATA PROTECTION IMPLICATIONS  

7.1 A Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA) has not been completed.   



8 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  

8.1        An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) has not been completed.   

9 COMMUNITY SAFETY IMPLICATIONS  

9.1 None directly identified as part of this stage of decision making. 

10 HEALTH AND WELLBEING IMPLICATIONS 

10.1 None directly identified as part of this stage of decision making.   

11 ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

11.1 Environmental implications 

11.2 None directly identified as part of this stage of decision making.  

11.3 Human Resource implications 

11.4 These are covered in the body of the report.  

11.5 Procurement Implications 

11.6 The Council is responsible for procuring the services associated with preparing a 
new Local Plan following financial regulations and procedures.  

12 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR THE 
RECOMMENDATIONS   

12.1 Without grant funding for the St. George’s Garden Village there is insufficient 
evidence to justify the proposals for its strategic allocation within the Local Plan in 
terms of viability and deliverability. Given the strategic significance of the St. 
George’s allocation in the submitted Local Plan the wider development strategy is 
also undermined, and this means it is no longer possible to demonstrate that the 
Plan meets the test of soundness.  For this reason, Council is advised to withdraw 
its Local Plan from the Examination process and notify the Planning Inspector 
accordingly. 

12.2 Without an up-to-date Local Plan, planning applications in the area will be 
determined in line with the National Planning Policy Framework’s presumption in 
favour of sustainable development. Where the policies most important for 
determining an application are out of date (including where there is not a 5 year 
supply of deliverable housing sites) then this means granting planning permission, 
unless 

i) There are policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular 
importance that provide a clear reason for refusing the proposed development; or 

ii) Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits.  

It is recommended, therefore, that Council fund additional staff resource in 
Development Management and Highways services for a period of four years to 
support the efficient determination of new planning applications and any associated 



appeals. 

12.3 It is also recommended that Council proceed with making a new plan as quickly as 
possible and that an earmarked reserve of £1,395,000 is established to fund the 
plan-making process (this will include updating the evidence-base to inform a new 
plan) and additional staff resource identified above.  

12.4 The development of a new plan should be progressed in a manner that is positive, 
evidence-based, objective, respectful and collaborative to secure the best outcome 
for the future of the County.  It is recommended that a cross-party working group be 
established to provide oversight of the local plan process and in line with the 
Council’s existing Governance framework.  It is also proposed to invest in a 
comprehensive community engagement approach. 

13 BACKGROUND PAPERS  

13.1 There are no additional background papers to the report. 

14 APPENDICES  

14.1 Appendix 1: Letter from the Planning Inspector – May 2021 

14.2 Appendix 2: Summary of issues and risks with identified options 

14.3 Appendix 3: Indicative timeline for making a new plan 

14.4 Appendix 4: Outline budget for the preparation of a new Local Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Large Print or Braille Version of this Report is available 
upon request – Contact 01572 722577. 


